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CHARACTER NAME DESCRIPTION AGE GENDER

Alan A playwright, panicked Early 20s M  

Bailey African American, Alan's friend, an emotional rock Early 20s F          

Moby The Problem Play, naive and innocent in his own way Mid-20s M  

The Expositor A Narrative Device, somewhat sadistic 40s M           

Brecht A Play, likes his job                                                                   

Found Text A Play, very proud Early 20s M  

Realism A Play, desperate Early 20s F               

Mr. Mallrat A Mallrat, college student, internet activist

Ms. Mallrat A Mallrat, a college student, too good for Mallrat

Rat 1 A Mallrat, closet Klansman

Authors notes: / represents interjections or when a character talks over another.

Actor who plays Expositor also plays Brecht and Rat 1

Actor who plays Found Text doubles as Mr. Mallrat

Actor who plays Realism doubles as Ms. Mallrat

SETTING

America

TIME

Present day



ALAN SMITHEE stands on a box, a noose around his 

neck. The box is dusty and made of rough wood. He 

doesn’t move. Enter EXPOSITOR, a portly man with a 

moustache. Everything about him screams lawyer, from 

his toothy grin to his immaculate dress. He looks at Alan, 

smiles, points to him and looks at the audience 

knowingly. 

EXPOSITOR

Yeah, this is where we’re going to start. The only question that remains: is this the end and 

we’re going to jump back to the start of the story? Or, is this the beginning, and the story 

focuses on what happens afterwards? Well it’s none of the above. It’s a promise. Today 

you’re going to watch a play about that fucker in the rope, Alan Smithee. While watching the 

performance, we would like you to consider this question: Is he a Bad Person? Where does 

the responsibility lie?

(Pause.)

On that note let’s get things started. Shall we? Ladies and gentlemen: The Problem Play!

He claps, lights out. Music. The cast sets up the writing 

desk and Alan sits at it, puts his head on the table. 

BAILEY enters and leans on the table. The Plays: 

REALISM, FOUND TEXT, and BRECHT, line up 

against the backstage. Beat. Bailey rubs Alan’s hand.

BAILEY

Dude.

ALAN

I should’ve taken my meds.

BAILEY

Dude calm down.

ALAN

It’s an anxiety disorder I can’t fucking calm down! 

(Micropause.)

Sorry. Sorry. Wasn’t me talking. But, yeah, this would be easier if I took my meds.



BAILEY
Just look over what you have, you have a ton of plays. Just write one and hand it in for your 

class.

ALAN
But only a few of my plays fit the class criteria. I need a play that fits the criteria or I might 

as well hand in a form that say “Place F Here.”

BAILEY

Then write a play that fits the criteria. Quit being so neurotic- sorry, sorry. You know what I 

mean though, just calm down and write a play you want to write.

ALAN

Right. Right. Okay, let’s look at them.

(To the Plays.)

Come on guys front and center.

The Plays take several steps forward. Alan and Bailey 

grab clipboards from under the desk and begin inspecting 

the Plays. They walk to Realism.

BAILEY

Name.

REALISM

I am untitled.

BAILEY

Elevator pitch.

REALISM

I’m about a mother and father attempting to hide the fact that their country is losing the war 

from their teenage daughter. Want to see my plot twists?

Realism begins to unbutton her shirt.

ALAN

You don’t want to see the plot twists.

REALISM

I’m proud of my plot twists, I think they’re really well developed.
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ALAN

They’re a little fake. Like they look okay, but they feel... Hollow?

Realism buttons her shirt.

BAILEY

I think that sounded fine.

ALAN

It’s realism.

BAILEY

So?

ALAN

I want my play to be innately theatrical. I can write that story just as easily as a film or a 

novel or a comic. I want to make something that has to be theatrical. It’s kind of a challenge 

to myself, to make something I don’t usually make.

BAILEY

Alright, what’s next?

They move on to Found Text. 

BAILEY (cont’d)

Name.

FOUND TEXT

Hair of the God That Bit Me.

ALAN

I love that title. Not to sound conceited but I fucking love that title.

BAILEY

Elevator pitch?

FOUND TEXT

A city park is the arena for an epic conflict between a Doctor and a Holy Man over the souls 

of the Doctor’s slaves. But then in Act 2/
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ALAN
/Now, see that’s where the problem is. Act 2.

(Alan pulls out a tape measure and finds 

Found Text’s height.)
It’s about 30 pages too long.

FOUND TEXT
But... But I can lose the page count. You can write me, we just need to edit a little.

ALAN
I love this one so much, but it’s just too long.

FOUND TEXT
I WILL CHANGE FOR YOU, I SWEAR TO GOD! I’LL DO ANYTHING PLEASE-

BAILEY
Next one?

ALAN
Next one.

Approach BRECHT. He holds an ax.

ALAN (cont’d)
I like this one, but I’m not sure this is the environment for it.

BAILEY
Name?

BRECHT
An American Basement.

BAILEY
Elevator pitch.

ALAN
It’s this exploration of gender and how/

BRECHT
/A guy gets his dick cut off.

(Awkward pause.)
Like whoosh.
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(Gently, swings ax at Alan’s dick.)
Kachunk.

(Leaves ax near dick. High pitched squeal.)
Oh no, Little Alan!

Beat.

ALAN
Yeah.

BAILEY
Let’s just move on okay?

ALAN
We can’t. That’s it.

BAILEY
That’s it? That’s all you have?

ALAN
Now you see the problem?

BAILEY
Well they’re not bad...

ALAN
I have to come up with and plan a play in about a week, and with all my homework atop of 

that, there is no way I’m walking out of this okay. I’m screwed.

BAILEY
Are you sure? There isn’t a play you’re dying to write? A play that you could get passionate 

about.

Beat.

ALAN
Well maybe...

The box falls from the rafters onto the stage. Inside, 

something struggles to get out. They don’t acknowledge 

it.
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ALAN (cont’d)
No forget it.

BAILEY
What is it?

ALAN
Just fucking forget it okay, I’m not writing it.

BAILEY
Writing what?

(Looks at box.)
Is it in this box?

She reaches down to open it.

ALAN

(Freaking out.)

Do not fucking open the box!

Silence. Bailey steps away from the box.

BAILEY

Jesus, alright, alright. I won’t open the fucking box. What’s in it?

ALAN

A play.

Intense beating inside the box. 

BAILEY

Sounds like it really wants to get out.

ALAN

Yeah, well, sometimes it’s best to lock these sorts of things up.

BAILEY

Is that healthy? If you want to write/ it

ALAN

/I don’t want to write that play. It can just rot in its fucking box.
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BAILEY

It cannot be worse than the castration play.

ALAN

Please, let’s just... just move on.

He turns his back as he walks over to the table. Bailey 

looks at him, looks at the box, then carefully slinks closer 

to it. Beat. She opens it. From it rises MOBY. He wears 

a moth-eaten suit, and has slicked his hair back. He feels 

very clean. He gives a pearly-toothed smile to Bailey. 

Alan turns, sees Moby, is frozen in terror.

ALAN (cont’d)

You opened it.

BAILEY

Someone had to.

ALAN

We need to put it back now, we need to put him back in the fucking box right now.

BAILEY

Oh come on, he doesn’t seem so/

MOBY

(Very smooth, composed.)

You know, I think black people are partly at fault for their situation.

A long terrible beat. Moby steps out of the box.

BAILEY

(Stunned.)

I’m sorry what/
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MOBY
/I mean I think they’ve victimized themselves somewhat. They wake up in the morning and 

go, “Damn I’m black, time for another day in the shitter.” And allow the situation out of their 

hands. They don’t actively seek to change the situation because they already believe they 

lost the fight. Have you ever heard Bill Cosby’s Pound Cake speech? It’s so spot on-

(Alan attempts to tackle Moby, but the Play 

dodges beautifully.)

“We have to begin to build in the neighborhood, have restaurants, have cleaners, have 

pharmacies, instead of trying to rob them all,” I mean, damn, there’s a point there.

Alan makes another run at Moby, who  jumps onto the 

table. He stands there triumphantly.

ALAN

Get down here!

MOBY

My title: Moby. Elevator Pitch: A young playwright struggles to write- 

ALAN

I order you to get off that/ table this instant!

MOBY

/Let me finish! I am-

(Alan grabs for Moby’s ankles. The Play 

jumps off the table. He and Alan play cat 

and mouse around the table.)

I’m an exploration of what it means to be-

Alan finally grabs Moby by the shoulder, and wrestles 

him into a hold. He drags the Play to the box.

ALAN

Bye, Moby.

He shoves Moby into the box. Moby sits up.

MOBY

I’m an autobiographical-
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SLAM. The box closes. Pause.

BAILEY

What... just happened?

Beat.

ALAN

Sorry, sorry. Just... let’s not open the box?  

BAILEY

But what just happened?

ALAN

A bad play? Look let’s keep going, I still need to write a something.

Pause. Bailey nods and they walk back to the line of 

Plays.

ALAN (cont’d)

So I guess the only option is the realist play.

BAILEY

Yeah, no offense to An American Basement but that-

ALAN

Just isn’t appropriate.

BAILEY

At this point.

ALAN

Yeah at this point.

(Beat.)

I’m debating just completely rewriting it.

BAILEY

You do you, man.

While this discussion occurs, the box opens. Moby peeks 

out, slowly opens the box. 
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He keeps his eyes on Alan and Bailey as he climbs out, 

creeps offstage. The other Plays watch his escape. Beat.

FOUND TEXT

(Tattletale.)
Alan! Alan!

ALAN
Not now.

FOUND TEXT
AlanAlanAlanAlanALANALANALAN.

ALAN

What?!

FOUND TEXT

If I tell you something important will you write me?

ALAN

What do you have to say?

FOUND TEXT

Well you have to promise you’ll write me if/

REALISM

/Moby ran away!

Silence. Realism sticks her tongue out at Found Text. 

Alan looks at the box, sees it is open. He runs to it, 

begins digging through its contents. A century’s worth of 

racism: knickknacks, comics, posters, clothing, and even a 

small TV playing Birth of a Nation.

ALAN

Nononononononononono.

Bailey picks up one of the knickknacks with disgust.

BAILEY

What exactly is Moby about?
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ALAN

He isn’t about anything alright? He’s a...a thought exercise, you know? He isn’t like a play or 

anything, he’s just this thing that’s now out in the world running around telling people these 

things that don’t actually reflect who I am as a person and- oh my god I can’t breathe, oh 

fucking god I can’t breathe.

(Alan slumps, gasps for air, rocks backwards 

and forwards on his heels.)

OK, OK, Calm. Calm. I just need to breathe, I just need to think. If I was Moby, where 

would I be- Where would... The mall. Jesus Christ the asshole is going to the mall. B come on 

we need to catch him!

He grabs her arm and they run offstage.

BAILEY

But what is Moby about?

The Plays get the set ready, changing costumes to become 

the MALL RATS. Alan and Bailey re-enter stand a 

distance apart from each other. The Expositor steps 

forward. Moves the table.

EXPOSITOR

At this point I want to tell you a little something about Bailey, and her relationship to Alan. 

These two have been inseparable since childhood, bonded at the hip, even if the relationship 

is less than equal. You see, when Alan’s family is busy working their own lives, or detained 

putting food on the table, Bailey is the person Alan calls. 

ALAN

B! B! I’m losing my shit can we talk?

BAILEY

Course dude. What’s on your mind.?

ALAN

My dog’s blind, my grades are tanking, my love life is nonexistent, and I think I have a foot 

fungus! What should I do?

BAILEY

Get the fuck over it.

Beat.
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ALAN

You always know just what to say. Love you dude.

BAILEY

Love you dude.

EXPOSITOR

Warms the cockles of the heart doesn’t it? Of course Alan has occasionally done things to 

help Bailey. Give last year for example.

ALAN

Hey B, what’s up?

(Beat.)

B?

BAILEY

I just... The barbecue was a disaster.

ALAN

What barbecue?

BAILEY

My boyfriend. My White Boyfriend. I was meeting his family. Supposed to be just meeting 

the family but... It was just...

There were Confederate flags everywhere, like... table clothes and... and awnings and... I was 

like “It probably doesn’t mean anything, they wouldn’t know what it would mean.” But I 

still... I tell him, “Nick I don’t feel safe.” And he just smiles and says “They aren’t like that.” 

But everybody is/ quiet, and looking at me

ALAN

B, B are you safe right now? Do you need me to drive up there or...?

BAILEY

No, Alan I... I’m safe now.

I don’t think they were ever going to hurt me but...

It was just really quiet.

And they talked about his blonde ex-girlfriend and how nice she was, but whatever.

Then I somehow ended up alone with his mom and...

He could see me. I looked at him, and he looked back. But...

He didn’t do anything.

The entire dinner he...
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He just sat and took it and...

He was embarrassed, but he wasn’t embarrassed by all this bad, stupid shit with his family. 

He was embarrassed by me. As if he knew, he knew, that what we had was wrong and he 

should stop and he was bad for loving me and Alan...

We broke up when we got home.

Beat.

ALAN

I am so fucking sorry I wasn’t there B.

BAILEY

Me too.

Silence.

ALAN

You are the bravest fucking woman on the planet. Do you know that?

(Bailey doesn’t respond.)

I don’t think I could live a day in your life. I admire how no matter what happens, or who 

comes into your life, you’re still here. Like a fucking rock, constant and... I spend every day 

of my life trying to be a person worthy of your friendship.

(Beat)

You did not deserve that. Not you B. Never you.

A long pause. B stares at Alan, walks across the stage. He 

opens his arms slightly, and she hugs him tight. Beat.

BAILEY

I love you dude.

ALAN

Love you too dude.

They exit together.

EXPOSITOR

And that’s really all you need to know. Two best friends, supporting each other, there for 

each other, and nothing could tear them apart. And on that note, we’re off.
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(He finishes changing. Beat.)

Oh, and this is the mall.

The Expositor is now RAT 1. The Rats sit at the table, 

passing a cigarette. 

MR. MALLRAT

But yeah, all these kids at college.

MS. MALLRAT

Oh my god these college kids.

MR. MALLRAT

Like they pretend to care, like there was this one white bimbo who, like, broke down in my 

history class, who was crying when we were talking about Emmett Till and all that nastiness 

in the South. And I’m like, “Oh my God bitch, stop being a drama whore. Like, just ‘cause 

you’re friends with African-Americans doesn’t mean you can empathize with the experience - 

with African Americans.”

MS. MALLRAT

There’s just no way to know what it’s like.

MR. MALLRAT

Babe, I wasn’t done talking. You’re doing that parrot thing.

MS. MALLRAT

I’m doing that parrot thing?

MR. MALLRAT

You’re doing that parrot thing.

MS. MALLRAT

I just-

MR. MALLRAT

Apology accepted. So anyway, like, people who think they care are the worst, and they’re so 

tricky to spot sometimes, like, so much of my brain time is spent trying to figure out who’s 

actually Liberal, and who’s, like, a douche bag who thinks they’re liberal. And it’s tiring, 

Facebook and Tumblr help though. Like if they ever really mention it, I can judge how liberal 

they are pretty fucking fast.
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MS. MALLRAT
So fast.

MR. MALLRAT
Jesus fucking Christ SHUT UP, babe! God. But yeah, I just do what I can, keeping it real and 

calling people out on their bullshit, and you know, maybe if I chase out enough posers, then 

we can make, like, true progress to equality. You get what I’m saying?

Beat.

RAT 1
I’m sorry, I zoned out, what about parrots?

Beat. Enter Moby. He looks around peaceably enough. 

Walks up to Rat 1.

MOBY
Hey, where’s the best place to address the entire mall?

RAT 1
Hmmuhhhh... The food court’s good. I mean, Uncle McHickey recruits out here.

MOBY
How about theater? Is there anywhere a stunning bit of theater can go?

MR. MALLRAT
The cineplex is over there.

MS. MALLRAT
The cineplex is full of theaters.

MOBY
I mean theatrical performance. Where would you go in the mall to perform a play?

RAT 1
What?

MS. MALLRAT
This isn’t really a theater area, the people who come to the mall can’t afford to see theater, 

and aren’t familiar with the conventions. I’d recommend going to-

MR. MALLRAT
Babe, babe. You sound so ignorant, stop pretending you know things. Dude, I say stay in the 

food court and let the audience find you.
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MOBY

Alright then... Do you mind if I just?

He motions to getting on the table.

MR. MALLRAT

Free country.

MOBY

Thanks.

(Moby hugs Mr. Mallrat, steps onto the 

table, clears his throat.)

I’m not a bad person.

(Pause.)

I mean, I’m not a saint, but neither am I the fucking monster people want me to be. I feel this 

weight, this huge fucking weight of two thousand years of bigotry, of whitedom, on my 

shoulders like a goddamned crucifix. And I try to do something about it, try to pay for the 

sins. I try to understand the gender problem, the sex problem, the race problem, but every 

time I do what do I hear? White America, Patriarchy America, the White Cis Male dystopia 

which pushes down with all its might and I think: Oh fuck that’s my tribe, that’s me, and I 

suffocate and I can’t breathe and then the question: how can you change it, how can you 

change it, come on white cis male fix your fucking system. Well I can’t! I’m just as fucking 

powerless as you. I just try to be a good person, every day, but I feel I can’t even talk about 

this fucked up society, can’t even feel guilty about being white or cis or male without also 

being lumped with this community of needy white liberals, so back the fuck off minorities! 

I’m doing the best I can, I’m not the reason your life sucks!

Long pause.

MR. MALLRAT

Get off my table.

MOBY

What happened to free country?

MR. MALLRAT

You opened your trap. Get off.

MOBY

Dude you’re white what are you-
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Mr. Mallrat pulls Moby off the table. Moby sticks the 

landing, the two glare at each other.

MOBY (cont’d)

Race Traitor.

Moby runs away. Beat.

RAT 1

Well... fuck. I don’t know how to feel.

MR. MALLRAT

Shut up.

Stillness. 

Run in Bailey and Alan, out of breath.

ALAN

Have you seen a Play go through here? About thirty pages in length, talks out its ass? 

MR. MALLRAT

“Back the fuck off minorities. I’m not your excuse for when something goes wrong.”

Beat. Beat. Alan wipes his brow.

ALAN

Sooo, yeah. It’s a rough draft.

Mr. Mallrat cold cocks him, grabs Ms. Mallrat and drags 

her offstage.

MS. MALLRAT

Your Nazi play made us uncomfortable, asshole.

MR. MALLRAT

OH. MY. GOD. BABE.

Beat.  Rat 1 crouches down to Alan’s side.

RAT 1

I just wanted to say I was so impressed by your play, it’s quite lovely. I think my Uncle 

would be very, interested in it and could put it on for you. Here’s his office number.
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(Holds out card.)

Just call the number, ask for a Mr. AYAK, and they’ll send you to Grand Cyclops 

McHickey. I know he’d love it.

(Alan does not react. Rat 1 puts the card in 

Alan’s pocket, pats his chest.)

Have a great day brother.

Rat 1 exits. Bailey looks after him, helps Alan up.

ALAN

Please tell me my play wasn’t picked up by the KKK/.

BAILEY

/Your play was totally picked up by the KKK.

Beat.

ALAN

I’m going to throw up.

BAILEY

Keep it together dude.

ALAN

I’m going to blow chunks all over this nasty ass food court. 

Bailey slaps him. Beat.

BAILEY

Don’t mope, get it done.

Beat. Alan gives Bailey a brief hug. Disentangle.

ALAN

(Somewhat thankful.)

Aye, aye captain. He’s probably headed to one of the department stores/

BAILEY

/I’ll take ZearZ if you take Yankers.
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ALAN
We can’t split up.

BAILEY
Why not?

Beat.

BAILEY (cont’d)
You’re acting as if I’ve never heard this shit before, Alan. This is not my first time, this isn’t 

even the worst someone has said to me. I’m not afraid of your play, why are you?

Pause.

ALAN
Whatever it says B, whatever it tells you, it’s not me. It really, really is not me.

BAILEY
Noted, happy hunting.

They split up, crossing to different sides of the stage. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mallrat return to clear the set. The 

Expositor/Rat 1 steps forward. He puts a sign in the 

ground that reads: “ZearZ” complete with quotation 

marks. As this happens the following is spoken. 

EXPOSITOR
While everybody gets the next scene ready, I thought we’d read a little list: Things My 

Family Has Said by Alan Smithee.. 

MS. MALLRAT
1. A joke: “Barack Obama is just another Negro walking around asking for change.” 

MR. MALLRAT
2. In regards to a black person on a boat, “What a brave spook, working on a boat.” 

MS. MALLRAT
3. “I mean, I have nothing against Jews but they’re so vain, it makes them so hateable.”  

MR. MALLRAT
4. “The problem with Red Skins is they won’t stop breeding, and then they can’t take care of 

all their kids.” 
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EXPOSITOR
The people who said these things are the same ones who helped Alan through his  

depression, the people who he loves more than anything, and this is what they say. Think of 

that as you will.

(Microbeat.)
Oh, and this is a department store.

Moby enters trying to get the Mall Rats’ attention.

MOBY
... At the same time though the term Cis is so fucking bad.  It’s an innately ugly term, like 

faggot. Like nigger. It’s part of the subtle way minorities shape the conversation. I’m gay, 

I’m fun and pretty, I’m happy. You’re a cis. You are a hideous zit, waiting to be popped.

Bailey enters. She watches. 

MOBY (cont’d)

Even colored, it was created by white people, but minorities have taken it over so they can 

dehumanize Whitey. White isn’t a color, white is other, we can feel special by ostracizing 

white, by making white the fucking monster that needs to be put down. Because I know, I 

know given half a chance just about every black person in America would lynch a cracker 

given half-

BAILEY

Shut up, Moby.

Silence. Moby looks at her, smiles

MOBY

Hey! I know you. Part of you is in me you’re... you’re Bee. That’s right he calls you Bee and 

you’re his magical Negro.

(Beat.)

Because you make him happy and calm him down. You ground him, you know there was this 

black comedian who said white people only have one black friend, so Alan thought if he 

portrayed you as-

BAILEY

I really don’t care. You need to go home right now.

MOBY

I’m not going back in the box. Do you know how long I’ve been in that box?
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BAILEY

A long time, huh?

MOBY

Ten goddamned years! Ever since he first saw Coonskin and realized race was actually a 

thing. That grade school lied to him about Martin Luther King, Jr. curing racism with a wave 

of his magic wand.

BAILEY

Well clearly he didn’t or you wouldn’t be here.

MOBY

I’m not racist. I get you.

BAILEY

You really don’t.

MOBY

Why is it so hard to believe a white kid from a upper middle class background can get it? I 

understand minorities so much. I feel the same horrid shame/

BAILEY

/I’m not ashamed/

MOBY

/To struggle as a fucking outsider, to never feel like you belong to this great big beautiful thing 

called society. But at the same time, you get to talk about bigots. You get to moan over how 

white people are so mean. Guess what? Everybody is mean, and we don’t get scapegoats-

BAILEY

You need to stop. You need to stop Moby, because you don’t get it. The world is bigger than 

yourself. Just because you don’t see it, or experience it, or whatever doesn’t mean everyone 

else gets the same benefit. Just calm down for/ a freaking second and

MOBY

There you go! Another liberal telling me how I feel, like that little shit at the food court.

BAILEY

So your big problem is that I’m a liberal telling you to shut up?

MOBY

No. You’re a woman.
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Long silence.

MOBY (cont’d)

“Of all the creatures on this Earth, it’s woman who tortures me the most” Moby Page 22. 

Direct fucking quote. You look at me, and all you can see is this ugly little worm, this fucking

hateful worm, that crawls towards you, that needs to be squished. Ignore how friendly it 

looks, forget how nice it is/ 

He steps towards her.

BAILEY

/Moby/

He steps towards her.

MOBY

/Nice Guys. Since when did being nice mean you were a date rapist? Yeah, I’m kind because I 

hope it leads to kissing, but I’m also such a good person, I know I am, and it sickens me how 

you won’t even try to understand me/

BAILEY

/MOBY/

MOBY

/All a princess has to do is sit on her ass waiting for her prince to come, but princesses don’t 

chase princes. A nervous prince will never get a princess.

Bailey steps back, grabs the “ZearZ” sign. Holds it 

between them.

MOBY (cont’d)

And if you’ve never been fucked you are less than human, a limp virginal worm sobbing on 

its belly and I’ve never been kissed /

BAILEY

/Don’t come any closer/

MOBY

/I’M NOT DOING ANYTHING TO YOU!

Moby takes another step and Bailey swings the “ZearZ” 

sign to his face. He falls to the floor. Beat. 
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He begins to sob, blood pouring from his nose. Bailey 

raises the sign to hit him again.

MOBY (cont’d)

Why does everyone hate me? I don’t understand, what did I do? What did I do?

Pause. Bailey tosses the sign aside, reaches her hand to 

help him. Moby flinches, crawls away from the hand. 

They stare at each other. Beat. Moby rises to his feet.

BAILEY

Ready to go home?

Moby looks around at the Mall Rats, nervous.

MOBY

Are you going to put me in my box?

BAILEY

Yes Moby. You have to go back in the box/

MOBY

Do you hate me?

Silence.

BAILEY

No, Moby. I don’t hate you.

MOBY

So you understand?

BAILEY

I hear you.

Silence. Moby nods.

MOBY

Then I can go back in the box.

They stay in place as the Mall Rats pick up the clothes, 

change their clothes to become Plays again. Alan enters, 

watches Bailey and Moby from a distance.
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ALAN

You found him.

BAILEY

Yeah. Yeah, right here.

ALAN

Let’s go home then.

Alan steps in between them. The Mall Rats bring in 

chairs. They are now in Alan’s car. Alan is driving, Bailey 

is in the passenger seat. Moby sits in the back. The Plays 

make soft motor sounds. Silence.

BAILEY

You should get this thing fixed.

ALAN

It’s an old car. It can’t really be fixed.

MOBY

I’m not going to come out of the box again, am I?

ALAN

...No Moby, you’re not.

MOBY

Then... Can I stick my head out the window? I want some fresh air before I go back/

ALAN

/No.

Pause.

BAILEY

Let him stick his head out the window, Alan.

ALAN

He’s a fucking bigot, B. He should be happy he isn’t in the trunk.

BAILEY

He’s worse than a bigot, he’s a really shitty play. But he’s part of you right?
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ALAN

No! 

He’s not. He’s not a part of me. I’m not some asshole who shouts his opinions in public 

spaces.

BAILEY

You know you just described a playwright, right?

Beat.

ALAN

(to Moby)

If you start ranting I swear to god-

Moby sticks his head out the window. The Plays cut the 

motor noises, instead making the soft sigh of wind. They 

walk to Moby, stroke his face, his hair. Moby closes his 

eyes and feels at peace. The moment plays.

The table is placed at center stage. The Plays stand in 

their old positions, in their old clothes. Alan takes Moby 

and leads him to the box. Moby steps in, lays down. 

Alan grabs the lid, is about to close it but stops. He walks 

to Brecht, takes the ax and walks to Moby’s box. He lifts 

the ax over his head.

MOBY

Don’t-

The ax comes down, over and over again. Alan screams as 

he gives a final hard swing. Beat. Moby sits up, bleeding 

from the gashes in his chest and shoulder, looks to Alan.

ALAN

Why won’t you die! Why won’t you fucking die you hideous piece of shit!

MOBY

Because I’m autobiographical.

Alan slams the lid down. The box is still. He sighs.
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ALAN

Well that was... Awkward. Sorry about all that, it’s-

BAILEY

When did you write him?

Beat.

ALAN

I dunno... three, four years ago? A long time ago.

BAILEY

He said I’m in him. Am I a magical Negro to you?

Pause.

ALAN

I was... trying to be... not ironic but-

(Micropause.)

I was being stupid. I was... I felt there wasn’t a voice talking about what it means to be white 

in America right now. You know nobody really talks about it, so I wrote it and... Moby was 

ugly. So ugly, and I knew that I couldn’t... I couldn’t... He isn’t me B. He’s something I 

wrote but he isn’t me.

BAILEY

You know that what he said was wrong right?

ALAN

Of course I know/

BAILEY

/But do you know? In your heart do you know it’s wrong?

Silence.

ALAN

I’m working on it. I’m trying to be a better person.

Pause.

BAILEY

I’m going to go home. Don’t... don’t call me for a while. I need to think.
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ALAN

B/

BAILEY

/I need to think, Alan. 

See you later.

She exits. The Plays grab the box and drag it to the center  

Alan stands for a moment, the noose slowly lowers from 

above. He steps on the box and puts the noose over his 

neck. The Expositor walks on stage.

EXPOSITOR

And here we are, in the same metaphysical place, same metaphorical time. Only this time, 

we’ll have an answer. Is Alan a bigot? Is it his fault? These are tough questions, important 

questions, so we have decided to leave the option up to a vote. To you, the audience. Will 

Alan live or die?

(Microbeat.)

All those who/

ALAN

/We don’t need to vote.

(Microbeat, Expositor looks to Alan.)

I know my answer.

Moby struggles in his box.

No one moves. 

Blackout.

End.
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